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To be the leading provider of
logistics and supply chain services to
India’s oil, gas and chemical industry.
Our mission is to enable our clients to source, receive, store
and deliver oil, gas and chemical products in a safe and
environmentally responsible manner. We will do this by building
an unrivalled national network of port-based tank terminals,
pipelines and multimodal transportation facilities.
We will deliver flexible, responsive and high quality services to
our clients with integrity and professionalism.
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Financial Overview

* Excluding Non Controlling Interest.
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Management Discussion
& Analysis Report
Overview
Despite the challenges of GST introduction, the Indian
economy grew at a reasonable rate during FY17-18,
buoyed by consumer spending, good rains and robust
FDI. The sustained revival of GDP growth of 7% and
confidence boosting measures such as the long awaited
GST have improved business sentiment. Despite a rising
oil price, both imports and exports of bulk liquids such
as bitumen and other petrochemical products have
continued to grow. The demand for LPG continued to
show robust growth boosted by the LPG PMUY
(Pradhan Mantri Yojna Ujjwala) scheme, and the Group
benefited from the capital investments in new LPG
capacity made in the previous financial year at Pipavav
and partially from the commissioning of the new LPG
terminal at Haldia. In addition, continued growth in the
Liquids capacity utilization and new capacity resulted
in an excellent performance which improved from last
year with Profit after Tax rising to Rs. 213.80 Cr.
(previous year Rs. 132.97 Cr.).
Newly commissioned Haldia LPG Terminal

The liquid terminalling business of the Group benefited
from additional capacity at its facilities in Haldia and higher
capacity utilisation at all terminals, but the Pipavav liquids
terminal remained under-utilized. The gas terminalling
business performed extremely well with the addition
excellent throughput at both Pipavav and Mumbai, and
with initial throughput at Haldia.
With the rationalization of LPG subsidies resulting in
a decrease in the diversion of subsidized LPG to the
transport and commercial sector, the volume
performance of the gas retail and distribution business
continues to grow.
With full year revenues from the new Haldia LPG terminal,
and new liquid projects nearing commissioning, both
liquid and gas terminals operating at higher utilization,
the Group is poised for higher growth in the
medium term.
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Industry Structure and Development
The Group is engaged in the terminalling of oil products,
chemicals and liquefied gases, sourcing of LPG and
retailing and distribution of LPG. These sectors require
specialized infrastructure at key ports such as specialized
berths, fire-fighting equipment, pipelines, transit
storage and handling facilities and above all, safe and
environmentally responsible handling practices.
The terminalling, retail, and distribution industry in India
has many participants, but only a select few possess the
necessary technical and safety credentials, as well as the
infrastructure to benefit from the long-term prospects for
an increase in Indian imports and exports of oil products,
chemicals and liquefied gases. Fortunately, the Aegis
Group is positioned well for this.
The oil and gas industry comprises three major
components: upstream, midstream and downstream.
The upstream segment comprises Exploration and
Production (E&P) activities, the midstream segment
is involved in storage and transportation of crude oil
and gas, and the downstream segment is engaged
in refining, production of petroleum products and
processing, storage, marketing, and transportation of
the commodities such as crude oil, petroleum products,
and gas. The Group is engaged in both the midstream
and downstream segments.
As energy consumption increases in India,
growth in demand is likely to require sophisticated
and safe logistics services. Deregulation of the oil
sector will lead to new entrants in petroleum retailing
and bulk marketing — requiring the need
for integrated logistics services. The Group also
services the terminalling requirements of bulk liquid
chemical importers and exporters through its five
bulk liquids terminals.
The increasing importance of new private ports such
as Pipavav in Gujarat and several new ones along
the east coast of India will continue to challenge the
dominance of older, less efficient ports. As importers
and exporters face ever increasing cost pressures,
those ports which have made investments in
infrastructure will benefit from the increase in traffic
arising from India’s imports and exports of oil products,
chemicals, and liquefied gases.

Newly commissioned tanks at Kandla Liquids Terminal

Liquid Logistics Division
Liquid terminalling revenues were at Rs. 168.28 Cr.
(previous year Rs. 153.88 Cr.) for the year, an increase
of 9.36%. Normalized EBITDA of the division was
Rs 102.82 Cr. for the year (previous year Rs. 90.70 Cr.),
an increase of 13.36 %. This was primarily due to
additional capacity at its facilites in Haldia and higher
capacity utilization at major terminals. The performance
of the Kochi terminal has improved and is expected
to perform even better with the coastal movement
of petrol and diesel. Future growth in this division
will come from the additional capacity of 35000 KL
at Haldia (expected to be commissioned in FY 2019),
new products being handled at Haldia and Kochi, and
the new 100,000 KL liquid terminal project recently
commissioned at Kandla. The Mumbai terminals
continue to function at full capacity.
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Newly commissioned LPG spheres at Pipavav

Gas Division
Aegis Group captures the complete logistics value
chain starting from sourcing, terminalling to retail
distribution of LPG. In 2017-18, the division recorded
revenues of Rs. 4622.68 Cr. (previous year Rs. 3776.41
Cr.) an increase of 22.4% on account of higher volumes
and the new capacity addition. Sourcing volumes
also improved markedly due to the sharp increase in
demand driven by the successful implementation of
the LPG Subsidy PMUY Scheme in rural areas, and
gas throughput volumes increased significantly at
both Mumbai and Pipavav on the back of this demand.
Distribution volumes also improved compared with
the previous year. The normalized EBITDA for the gas
division increased to Rs. 203.34 Cr. compared with the
previous year Rs. 156.84 Cr. an increase of 29.65% as
the higher throughput and sourcing volumes resulted in
stronger margins. The same applied in the distribution
business. The commissioning of an additional 10200
MT of LPG storage capacity at Pipavav during 2017-18
and the commissioning of the Haldia LPG terminal
contributed to the rise in throughput of LPG during
FY 2018.
New Developments
Aegis Group, through its subsidiary company Hindustan
Aegis LPG Limited, commissioned a fully refrigerated
LPG terminal, along with associated infrastructure at
its facilities at Haldia Dock Complex, West Bengal. The
unit has a static storage capacity of 25,000 MT with

a throughput capacity of 2,500,000 MT per annum,
and an LPG bottling plant which is expected to be
commissioned in the Q1 of FY 2018/19.
Aegis Group has announced implementation of a liquid
terminal at New Mangalore port with a capacity of
25000 KL which is being implemented in phases. Phase
1 will be completed in Q3 of 2018-19 and phase
2 thereafter.
The Kandla liquids terminal has been recently
commissioned.
Opportunities & Threats
The Indian economy is a net importer of almost all forms
of energy. This fact, coupled with the country’s growing
energy demand, has intensified the need for actively
seeking private participation in the energy chain to
bring in the required investment and technologies.
There is therefore a huge potential for the expansion of
pipelines, transportation, and infrastructure.
LPG demand continues to rise at the rate of 7-10%
per annum due to the rural penetration of LPG on a
pan-India basis and the full impact of expected policy
reforms curbing illegal diversion of cooking gas and
deregulation of diesel and petrol prices. Additional
infrastructure for handling of LPG needs to be built and
Aegis intends to participate in this process.
The main threat and opportunity to the LPG industry

